
Home Exercise Bikes

Tornado Air Bike (BLACK)
BEST SELLER of 2018/19
Full Commercial rated Tornado Fan Bike. Set to rival the limited offerings already 
available. The reality of the situation is the simple choice between the Assault 
AirBike and this Tornado Air Bike and . 

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £939.99
You Save: £850.01 - 47 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/tornado-air-fan-bike-black

It's funny how things come round in circles and become fashionable once more, 
whether it's supplements, workout kit, etc. In this instance, the fan bike with 
moving arms (named Airdyne by Schwinn) has been popularised by being re 
purposed by CrossFit boxes as a high-intensity-interval

RRP: £799.00

Our Price: £699.00
You Save: £100.00 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/schwinn-airdyne-ad6-exercise-bike

The New M Sport Indoor Cycle (model 2020) is one of the smoothest and most 
low maintenance indoor bike on the market. With a magnetic breaking system 
ensure a super smooth performance regardless of the resistance levels. easy to 
clean and very low maintenance. 

Price: £1,290.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/m-sport-indoor-spin-cycle

The Brand New Sport is an excellent bas model full commercial indoor cycle.. 
With a traditional friction breaking system this full commercial indoor cycle is quite 
possibly the lowest priced full commercial indoor cycle available in the UK

RRP: £1,190.00

Our Price: £991.67
You Save: £198.33 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/m-sport-indoor-cycle
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The Performance Series combines high performance fitness equipment with 
advanced technology that interacts with, and connects users, both to their health 
club, to one another, and to the outside world. Experience running, cycling or 
cross training through several breath taking sceneries.

RRP: £4,990.00

Our Price: £4,158.00
You Save: £832.00 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/c98e-performance-upright-bike

The Brand New Sport indoor cycle is a solidly constructed cycle with an oversized 
steel frame for extra strength. made with the same high standards of the M Sport 
and the M Sport Plus this series is designed to stand up to years of commercial 
use.

RRP: £1,190.00

Our Price: £991.67
You Save: £198.33 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sport-indoor-cycle

The Performance Series combines high performance fitness equipment with 
advanced technology that interacts with, and connects users, both to their health 
club, to one another, and to the outside world. Experience running, cycling or 
cross training through several breath taking sceneries.

RRP: £5,390.00

Our Price: £4,491.00
You Save: £899.00 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/r98e-performance-recumbent-bike

The Performance Series combines high performance fitness equipment with a 
reasonable price.

TIME FOR SERIOUS EQUIPMENT WITHOUT THE SERIOUS PRICE TAG...........

RRP: £2,790.00

Our Price: £2,325.00
You Save: £465.00 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/c97-performance-upright-bike
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The Performance R97 Recumbent Bike combines a comfortable sitting position 
with a super smooth motion. Comfortable movement and easy seat adjustment 
allows for a wide range of exercise positions for all users.

RRP: £3,190.00

Our Price: £2,658.00
You Save: £532.00 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/r97-performance-recumbent-bike

This C95 Light Commercial Exercise bike (upright bike) offers the perfect balance 
of the features of a full-commercial self-powered bike with the price suited to the 
non or light commercial budget. Check out the great range of features by clicking 
the picture

RRP: £1,695.00

Our Price: £1,295.00
You Save: £400.00 - 24 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/c95-lightcommercial-upright-bike

The Assault AirBike Classic by Assault Fitness Products was our go-to air-bike for 
cross-fit but with the advent of other brands snapping at it's heels we're finding the 
heavily engineered Tornado Air-Bike now dominating both domestic and 
commercial sales alike. 

RRP: £790.00

Our Price: £741.66
You Save: £48.34 - 6 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/assault-airbike

The Brand New M Sport Pro is an uprated version of the M-Sport Plus. With a 
magnetic breaking system, The bike will never require replacement parts due to 
overuse. The magnets ensure a super smooth performance regardless of the 
resistance levels.

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £1,699.00
You Save: £91.00 - 5 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/m-sport-pro-indoor-cycle
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Tornado Air Bike (Fan Bike)
BEST SELLER
Full Commercial rated Tornado Fan Bike. Set to rival the limited offerings already 
available. The reality of the situation is the simple choice between the Assault 
AirBike and this Tornado Air Bike and . 

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £999.00
You Save: £791.00 - 44 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/tornado-air-fan-bike

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)

GymRatz - Fitness Equipment, 199 Avonmouth Road, Avonmouth, Bristol, BS11 9EG UK

Tel: 0845 86 86 888 Fax: 0870 4711 011 
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